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Start the New Year happy with Solar PV, a Tesla Battery 
and a home energy plan that could save you hundreds!

Those of you with home solar know the benefits (and will probably tell 

anyone who will listen).

Solar provides a sense of freedom as you go about your daily lives, 

with the peace of mind knowing your solar panels are providing 

enough free, green energy to significantly reduce your energy bills 

and your carbon footprint too.

If you’ve taken the next step and added a Tesla Powerwall battery 

to your panels, you’ll also be enjoying the extra luxury of being 

self-sufficient, living off grid, unaffected by power cuts and able to 

squeeze every last drop of solar energy from your system.

Well, now there’s even more to be happy about. If you’ve got panels 

and a Tesla battery, there’s a new home energy plan that will help 

you save even more money. All you have to do is switch!

Octopus-powered

Tesla has partnered with UK renewable energy supplier, Octopus, to 

launch a joint energy plan that offers some of the lowest import and 

export energy prices on the market. This is exclusively for homeowners 

with both solar panels and a Tesla Powerwall battery.

It’s a move that could save homeowners hundreds more 

pounds every year and could be the deciding factor for those of 

us thinking about adding a battery to our solar panels in 2021.

In the last year, over 50% of our home solar customers chose to add 

a battery system to their panels. 

The Tesla Powerwall battery system has a few more advantages up 

its sleeve. It can keep your home powered in a power cut and it’s 

monitored and controlled by a nifty smartphone app, so you can keep 

an eye on your energy usage when you’re home or away. It also 

looks great and can be installed inside or out.

The new Tesla-Octopus Energy Plan is another tick in the box – 

offering homeowners with solar panels and a Powerwall access to 

some of the best electricity rates on the market. Sold!

If you’ve already got solar panels and a Powerwall battery, you can 

switch to the new energy plan immediately by switching your home 

energy plan. All you’ll need is a home smart meter and if you don’t 

have one, Octopus can install one for you.

If you’ve been toying with the idea of home solar or adding a battery 

to drive more value from your panels, our team is here to help you 

understand your options and to guide you from consultation to 

installation and beyond.

Saving money; saving the planet. Two good resolutions for 2021.
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For planet and pocket - how the  
Tesla-Octopus plan works:
The plan is exclusively available to homeowners with both solar 

panels and a Tesla Powerwall battery system.

There’s no standing charge on your bill and the flat rate import 

tariff is the lowest on the market at the time of writing:

• 24/7 import rate of £0.11/kWh (for homeowners with panels 

and a Powerwall)

• 24/7 import rate of £0.08/kWh (for homeowners with panels, 

a Powerwall and a Tesla vehicle).

You’ll also benefit from the highest flat export tariff (Smart Export 

Guarantee) rate, at the time of writing. This is paid to you for any 

excess energy generated, that you export back to the Grid:

• 24/7 export rate of £0.11/kWh (for homeowners with panels 

and a Powerwall)

• 24/7 export rate of £0.08/kWh (for homeowners with panels, 

a Powerwall and a Tesla vehicle).

From all of us here at Mole Energy,  

Happy New Year!

TESLA POWERWALL 
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Self-power your home with battery storage
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